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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which step comes after scenario execution in the load testing process?
A. Rerun the Scenario
B. Fine Tune the System
C. Analyze Results
D. Record the Process
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result,
these questions will not appear in the review screen.
You have two computers named Computer1 and Computer2 that run Windows 10.
You have an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) user account named [email&#160;protected] that
is in the local Administrators group on each computer.
You sign in to Computer1 by using [email&#160;protected]
You need to ensure that you can use Event Viewer on Computer1 to connect to the event logs
on Computer2.
Solution: On Computer2, you create a Windows Defender Firewall rule that allows eventwr.exe.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B
Explanation:

Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/windows/it-pro/windows-server-2008-R2and-2008/cc7664

NEW QUESTION: 3
How many Threads are created when passing task to an Executor instance?
A. A number of Threads determined by system load is used to execute tasks.
B. A new Thread is used for each task.
C. A single Thread Is used to execute all tasks.
D. A number of Threads equal to the number of CPUs Is used to execute tasks.
E. A developer-defined number of Threads is used to execute tasks.
F. The method used to obtain the Executor determines how many Threads are used to execute
tasks.
Answer: F
Explanation:
The Executor interface provides a single method, execute, designed to be a drop-in
replacement for a common thread-creation idiom. If r is a Runnable object, and e is an Executor
object you can replace
(new Thread(r)).start(); with
e.execute(r); However, the definition of execute is less specific. The low-level idiom creates a
new thread and launches it immediately. Depending on the Executor implementation, execute
may do the same thing, but is more likely to use an existing worker thread to run r, or to place r
in a queue to wait for a worker thread to become available.
Reference: The Java Tutorial,The Executor Interface
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